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The Project - To make sharing ideas fun and simple
It all started a few months ago as an
experiment when I was trying to create
my holiday albums but wanted to do a bit
more with them than just a slide show.
The Idea:
I wanted to develop a framework which could help people
create an online presence in a simple, creative and nontechnical way. Being a web developer, I endlessly get requests
from friends & family to create some kind of online presence
for them – a website for a friend’s new start-up or an online
wedding invite for a cousin! Their needs and requirements are
different, so I wanted this tool to give them enough options to
customise as well as keep it simple so that everyone can use it.

The Technical Bit:
SlideRunner is developed using the Microsoft Technology Stack: Microsoft
Visual Studio IDE, C#/ASP.NET for the server side programming, HTML / CSS /
Javascript / jQuery / AJAX for front-end, and Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 for
database management.
After endless nights of struggling with AJAX libraries, http-handlers, webrouting, cross-browser compatibility, content management and hundred other
bugs, I finally completed developing the SlideRunner CMS and I have recently
launched it for beta testing.

The End-Product:
After months of hard work, patience & perseverance, SlideRunner has turned out
to be much better than what I’d expected it to. SlideRunner is a creative and
simple way to express yourself online. A responsive design - with every element
customisable, SlideRunner CMS helps the user to create a quick online presence in
minutes. SlideRunner, with several added functionalities, has much more potential
than just a slide show. One can easily customise their webpage to play music,
embed videos, create HTML content and use this framework for a varied range of
applications.

For further details about SlideRunner or my work, feel free to drop me a line at:
shuhabtrq@gmail.com
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http://www.shuhab.com/SlideRunner

